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Introduction of the speaker:

Alexander Fenzke, from Bad Marienberg/ Germany, born 1973

- Mastermason and restaurator (Hlavní zedník a restaurátor zedník)

- one-man company, self-employed since 2004, working on sites since 1989

- today: mainly working on monument construction sites

- Specialized in "unconventional" construction site mortars made of lime and 

clay according to traditional methods of production and processing to hist. 

Objects

- Knowledge transfer from experience in further education and workshops

- Advice and support in the development of concepts and solutions for 
monument preservation
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basics:

the lime cycle

Pic.:Schönburg; lime circle

Pic: from Information for historic Building owners – Hot Lime Mortars,

Historic Environment Scotland - Àrainneachd Eachdraidheil Alba, 2016 (Seite 2 Fig.1)
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Caution!

Security first!!!
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Burnt lime (calcium oxide) is a very strongly 

alkaline substance, 

slaked lime (calcium hydroxide) also strongly 

corrosive:

• contact with the eyes can lead to blindness, 

• inhalation of lime hydrate dusts to respiratory 

problems, 

• and even unprotected skin is attacked. 

• Only the hardened lime, like limestone, is harmless 

in this respect. (hazard category)



basics: Quicklime 

- Raw/ burned limestone is available as 

lump quicklime        and as            powdered quicklime.
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basics: working quicklime 

- reacts exothermically /generating heat with water 

(termed ‘slaking’) to produce lime = calcium hydroxide

- can be slaked with an excess of water to produce  

a lime putty (then ca. 1 : 3 parts of water), 

or 

- by controlled addition of water (damp) to produce 

a dry hydrate powder (1 : 0,5 to 0,7 parts of volume). 
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basics:

Lime made from pure quicklime (CaO -CL90) is non-hydraulic, 

known as an ‘air’ lime. 

It hardens purely through a process of carbonation (reacting 

with carbon dioxide in the air) which needs a long time. 

normally…
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Historical sources of lime mortars - Pictorial material
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Historical sources of lime mortars - Pictorial material
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Historical sources of lime mortars - Pictorial material
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dry - slaking lime in sand-bed – practicals today
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a process of carbonation – but not just…
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dry - slaked or sand-slaked mortars
(are also known or named as „hot-lime“mortars)

Lump quicklime is added to sand and water in the specified 

proportions and have to be later thoroughly mixed.

Care needs to be taken to ensure that sufficient / enough water  

is used, as the quicklime rapidly takes up the water and the mix

can overheat (temperatures from 450°C can normally happen).

Conversely, too much water reduces the heat of the reaction and 

can lead to the mortar being over-wetted, or ‘drowned’. 

When the quicklime has largely slaked, but is still warm (or ‘hot’) 

and well mixed, the mortar can be used on site. 
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dry - slaked mortars

Those mortars are typically used for bricklaying/ masonary
works. 

We don´t use them for plaster works because of the danger of
damages in plaster later/ after hardening.

It´s because of the small lime-lumps inside, who didn´t get
enough water/ time to be slaked when fresh-worked. These little
corns of lime are still CaO, and if they will get moisture later, 
they will grow up inside the hardened mortar and crack it!

But if the lime get´s his time to be slaked well (we wait up to
one week), these are one of the best plater-mortars I know!
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dry - slaked mortars vs. hot lime

However, these mortars cannot achieve the properties of 

my hot lime technique-mortars, both in the application and 

in the result basic differences can be determined here. 

The areas of application for mortars produced dry slaked 

with lump quicklime also differ greatly from those of hot 

lime technique, made with powder.

but: a combination of both techniques can be a solution 

for special tasks. 
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16

praxis: hot lime technique supports dry-slaked mortars
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• heavy nature-stones normally „sweat“ water out of the 

joints while laying.

• hot or warm used, dry-slaked mortars can reduce water in 

mortars compared to lime-putty-mortars, so faster

bricklaying is possible. 

• And these bad, little free CaO-lumps are no problem at all 

for these heavy stones… quite the opposite: they help

setting faster and compress the mortar between the stones
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praxis: hot lime technique support dry-slaked mortars



FROM WARM TO HOT
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definition of the hot lime mortars
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Building limes are currently defined by European Standards, 

however there is no standard definition of a ‘hot-lime mortar’ and 

opinions differ on the precise usage of the term. 

(Is it the mortar himself or the processing of these or the use?)

But the differences of the various mortars are too big to describe 

them all by the same term.

Terminology can be confusing, but it is important to understand 

the products and the processing available, also for scientistic

works.



definition of hot lime mortars
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it was also difficult in science to distinguish the mortars on the 

basis of their designations (necessary during the examination)

in order to adapt the working process to the designation, Thomas 

Köberle of Technical University of Dresden, therefore created a 

new designation for these mortars during his investigation: 

HAM - hot applied mortars



definition of hot lime mortars
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For the purposes of my definition, ‘hot-lime mortars’ are

defined as mortars prepared on building site by:

fresh mixing (mostly powdered) quicklime

with aggregate and water and use them directly!

and because HAM describes very well what I do, I will use 

hereafter the definition of these as hot applied mortars to end 

the term-confusion



HAM: my definition: work-zone of HAM
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what I do is using mortars while slaking,

and finish work just before the top of heat is reached
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Once more: for your understanding



my definition of HAM – hot applied mortars

mixing dry components - adding water – plaster - finished work
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definition of HAM – hot applied mortars

temperature of mortars between

40 and 80°C … while working !

depending on 

the quality and type of lime used 

the quantity of mortar itself (10 or 80 litres), 

the amount of water and water temperature

the speed/ duration of mixing itself
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definition of HAM – hot applied mortars

Various factors and "adjusting wheels" allow a seamless 

transition between the warm mortars and (according to my 

definition) real “hot lime”- mortars/ HAM. The binder, the 

lime itself, is playing the main rule, but also the water.
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definition of HAM – hot applied mortars

And of course also the user (and the tools) himself, 

because you can't be too slow while using HAM!
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Influence on properties and processing:

- 1) quality, sorte and age/ „freshness“ of the lime

- 2) mixing ratio (1 to 8 oder 1 to 5 oder 1 to 3 b/a -value)

- 3) mortar aggregate: hydraulic / latent / not hydraulic

- 4) amount of water (w/l-Wert), temperature of water

- 5) mortar aggregate (wet/dry) 
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Influence on properties and processing:

1) - quality, sorte and age/ „freshness“ of the lime

the fresher burned the lime is, the faster the lime „boils“,
the reaktion of the lime himself is also depending

- on his „cleaness“ (CL 90 or CL80);  

- also the ingredients (pure CaO-lime or dolomitic lime CaO-
MgO) 

- and the art of producing the lime (soft- , middle or
hardburned limestone).

the reaction, temperature and also the speed of the mortars
can be set upon this influences with choosing the right lime!
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(R5) fastest reactivity

(P1) finest partical

Soft burned (below sintering

limit), fine powderd quicklime

for Building, Industrial and

chemical use and environment

Minerals: typeanalyse in %

content of free CaO

bulk density

sieve analyse

wet fire curve /wet-slaking-curve

Sample: technical specification sheet of a sorte of quicklime



Influence on properties and processing:

2) - mixing ratio (1 to 8 parts or 1 to 5 or 1 to 3 b/a -value)

binder to aggregate/ sand

with the amount of binder in the mix the reaction and the 

result can be modified, more binder gets faster and harder 

mortars
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Influence on properties and processing:

3) - mortar aggregate: hydraulic / latent / not hydraulic

Pozzolans are natural or man-made materials including brick 
sand or dust and pulverised vulcano ash (Santorin-earth, trass). 
Also pumice is a aggregate I use for that case. They make the 
HAM reacting faster and the finished mortars will be harder like 
pure (silica) sand-mixed mortars, even the romans used such 
mortars with hydraulics. 

Also NHL can be used as hydraulic aggregate to modify the 
mortar (from scottish lime center called: gauged mixes). 

no issue here for me are cement and HL – not for monument-work
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Influence on properties and processing:

4) - amount of water (w/l-value), temperature of water and
5) - mortar aggregate (wet/dry) 

These "adjusting wheels" are the easiest to check and to control 
during production. With the amount of water, depending on the 
inherent moisture of the aggregates, the fresh mortar can be well 
adjusted to the respective purpose and the processor. If a 
"standard mixture" sometimes does not work, the reason can be 
checked by increasing the w/l value. Mixes that are too slow can 
be "accelerated" by reducing the amount of water provided. 

In principle, a value of 1.6 to 2,0 parts w/l can be used as a 
guideline for the first sample mixture. More water provides more 
time during processing, less accelerates the matter. The same is 
knowing by the temperature of water, cold=slow / warm=fast.

Also the aggregates are used can “control” time about their 
moisture.
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start trying:

Sample recipe for approaching the mortar:

parts in volume units

1 part powdered lime CaO - CL 90 (fresh and clean)

5 parts washed sand (f.e. grain size 0-2mm)

1,8 – 2 parts of water (depends on aggregate-moisture)

as a plaster-sample-mix
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start trying:

and the best thing about these mortars is:

you can't actually do anything wrong!

once a mixture has failed, it can be processed warm or later cold, 
just used like “normal” slaked lime mortars. But not for the same 
place/ reason like hot applied, use it on other site.

Add a little water, then it can go on for other uses! 

Without producing waste, as it would be the case with all other 
mortars (gypsum/cement). 

You even can store it (if there are no hydraulics inside), it´s air lime!

Is there any reason to try and use them not?
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HAM: my definition workzone of HAM to warm
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HAM:  PRAXIS - SAMPLES
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Hot lime mortar - application today

we use the technique and the several mortars for special work, mainly on 

old buildings/ monuments :

- Plaster mortar (spray plaster, thin layer plaster, etc.)

- bricklayer mortars - hot and warm used

- Special mortar such as hot lime screed for flooring

- filling mortars for joints and cracks

- Moisturizing plasters. 

Even lime whitewash/paint, hot applied, has a great application potential!
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In order to avoid failures and embarrassing situations on 

construction sites, the application and use of such mortars and 

plasters requires a lot of practice, building material knowledge 

and trial work.

The following practical examples from my work 

show application areas and the broad spectrum of 

such mortars and should encourage you to work with this 

almost lost craft technique:
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but remember:



monument Sahmhaus, year of construction 1688
worked/ restored in 2005
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monument Sahmhaus
worked/ restored in 2005

Details

HAM – concrete made hot with pumice (2-8mm)

sowie trocken gelöschte Kalkputze
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monument Sahmhaus

Details
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monument Sahmhaus
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monument abbey Marienstadt – build 1735 to 1751
Restoration of the Mansard attic floor in the abbey : Inventory
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monument abbey Marienstadt 

Condition after clearing the attic and removing the loose

plaster layers 2005
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monument abbey Marienstadt

HAM : to secure window-bow
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monument abbey Marienstadt 

windows plasterd in lime, walls in clay
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monument abbey Marienstadt

finished work - spring 2006
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monument „Alte Schule/ old school“, 

build 1752 , restored 2006        HAM-“conrete“ with coars pumice
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monument „Alte Schule/ old school“
timber works and lime-plaster
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Monument-ensemble farm St.Barbara built about 1700

restored 2007 - 2009

HAM- flooring in historical ceilings
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Monument-ensemble farm St.Barbara

restored 2007 - 2009
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old stable:

deconstruction of „bad materials“ and

restore in lime-technique/ HAM



Monument-ensemble farm St.Barbara restored 2007 - 2009

Back side of the stable wall –

masonary work and joints
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Monument-ensemble farm St.Barbara

restored 2007 - 2009
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Detail of joints in lime/ HAM



Monument-ensemble farm St.Barbara

restored 2007 - 2009

living room finished:  not bad for a salt-damaged stable wall!
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1900 -cellar renovation Haus Waldeck, worked 2010

Inventory: Massive moisture damage, mould and salt efflorescence
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cellar renovation Haus Waldeck, worked 2010

after deconstructing plaster
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cellar renovation Haus Waldeck, worked 2010

… and removing joints up to 30mm deep
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cellar renovation Haus Waldeck, worked 2010

first mix 
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cellar renovation Haus Waldeck, worked 2010

next mix: it´s getting hot in this little room!
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cellar renovation Haus Waldeck, worked 2010

smoking walls!
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cellar renovation Haus Waldeck, worked 2010

after one week: suction of the wall and finished work
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SPECIAL TASKS

just for pro !
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Cathedral Magdeburg

2013 – workshop HAM for the cathedral building lodge
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Cathedral Magdeburg

2013 – workshop HAM for the cathedral building lodge
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School-seminar for restaurators, Herrstein vault, from 2009-2014
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School-seminar for restaurators, Herrstein vault, from 2009-2014
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School-seminar for restaurators, Herrstein vault, from 2009-2014
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School-seminar for restaurators, Herrstein vault, from 2009-2014
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School-seminar for restaurators, Herrstein vault, from 2009-2014
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DISCUSSION: WHY HAM?
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God protect me from dust and dirt, 

from fire, war and (government) monument protection!
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Samples of workshops

for transfer knowledge!
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but: receipt and passing on is also a kind of monument protection!



sample: Kalktabelle (= lime scale) download:

https://www.denk-mal-fachwerk.de/workshops/bauen-mit-kalk.html (only german)
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https://www.denk-mal-fachwerk.de/workshops/bauen-mit-kalk.html
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Johannesberger worksheets : part 4 – Heißkalkmörtel
You can order under: http://www.denkmalpflegeberatung.de/Publikationen (only german)

http://www.denkmalpflegeberatung.de/Publikationen


discussion: why HAM? - from the craftsman's point of view

• to preserve historical handcraft techniques and works

• Unique position characteristic during execution

• No need for "ready-mixed dry mortar" and cement

• Cost-effective material -> ecological, sustainable construction

• Advantages over lime-putty-m. in terms of service life and strength

• one working technique - wide field of application

• suitable for historical monuments because reversible

so it seems to be perfect…
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discussion: why HAM? - from the craftsman's point of view

• But - the problem for me was: 

no one could scientifically confirm the properties I knew of the mortars.

And  because I am a very rare example of a craftsman, no other knew and 

no craftsman confirmed the work I did with the HAM, because they did not 

even know them. Bad, if you want to “sell” this technique on construction 

sites to clients and architects for to work with mortars like this.

But lucky for me that I met a scientist, who´s interests on my mortars was 

that big, that we could start an research program!
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• Hot lime research project

Development of a further qualification offer for 

building material knowledge and application of 

hot lime mortars on environmentally damaged 

masonry of historical buildings.

April 2017 – March/ June 2019



• Hot lime research project







Structural analysis:

Thin section of prism with pure 

sand mixture hot lime, surface top.



Mortar sample under 

scanning electron 

microscope for the 

examination of the 

microstructure



Structural analysis of 

fractured surfaces:

Porous structure 

directly under sintered 

skin (right, denser 

area at the edge of the 

image) Micropores

between the calcite 

crystals and larger 

pores





Test on salt resistance

• To evaluate the salt 

resistance of hot 

applied mortar in a 

short time period a 

laboratory test 

program with harsh 

conditions was 

planned and carried 

out in TU Dresden 

(references: Dipl.Geo.Th. Köberle) 
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final discussion: why HAM? – results of the research projekt

HAM shows a much faster strength development and in the end is also 
stronger compared to the cold applied mixtures of dry slaked mortars. 

the hot applied mortar can be adjusted to the needs of the craftsman for 
the treatment of salt coated and overmoistened wall surfaces (with various 
aggregates and mixes)

Hot applied mortars are an alternative to the dry slaked or lime putty 
mortars, however they are all pure lime based mortars; but the results can 
be chosen by the art of production and application.

HAM offers an advantage with a good adhesion, fast setting rate and 
slightly higher strength. 

References: 

Thomas Köberle,TU Dresden, Institute of Geotechnical Engineering, Dresden, Germany, thomas.koeberle@tu-dresden.de (corresponding author)
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Děkuji za pozornost!
more informations: 

Denk AF Mal

Alexander Fenzke - Restaurator im Maurerhandwerk

seminare@denk-mal-fachwerk.de

www.denk-mal-fachwerk.de

buro: 0049-2661-9847540

fax: 0049-2661-981892

mobile: 0049-170-3133637

Picture credits available from the author on request
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